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Abstract
We present a new algorithm to compute minimal telescopers for rational functions in two discrete
variables. As with recent reduction-based approach, our algorithm has the nice feature that the
computation of a telescoper is independent of its certificate. Moreover, our algorithm uses a
sparse representation of the certificate, which allows it to be easily manipulated and analyzed
without knowing the precise expanded form. This representation hides potential expression swell
until the final (and optional) expansion, which can be accomplished in time polynomial in the
size of the expanded certificate. A complexity analysis, along with a Maple implementation,
suggests that our algorithm has better theoretical and practical performance than the reduction-
based approach in the rational case.
Keywords: Rational function, GGSZ reduction, Left division with remainder, Telescoper
1. Introduction
Creative telescoping is a powerful method pioneered by Zeilberger (1990a,b, 1991) in the
1990s and has now become the cornerstone for finding closed forms for definite sums and definite
integrals in computer algebra. The method mainly constructs a recurrence (resp. differential)
equation admitting the prescribed definite sum (resp. integral) as a solution. Employing other
Email addresses: mwg@uwaterloo.ca (Mark Giesbrecht), h2huang@uwaterloo.ca (Hui Huang),
glabahn@uwaterloo.ca (George Labahn), ezima@wlu.ca (Eugene Zima)
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algorithms applicable to the resulting recurrence or differential equation, it is then possible to
find closed form solutions or prove that there is no such solution. In the latter case, one can still
make use of creative telescoping for such operations as determining asymptotic expansions about
the sum or integral under investigation.
In the case of summation, in order to compute a sum of the form
∑b
y=a f (x, y), the main task of
creative telescoping consists of constructing polynomials c0, . . . , cρ in x, not all zero, and another
function g in the same domain as f such that
c0(x) f (x, y) + c1(x) f (x + 1, y) + · · · + cρ(x) f (x + ρ, y) = g(x, y + 1) − g(x, y). (1.1)
The number ρ may or may not be part of the input. If c0, . . . , cρ and g are as above, then we say
that L = c0 + c1 Sx + · · ·+ cρ S
ρ
x with Sx the recurrence operator in x is a telescoper for f and g is
a certificate for L. If cρ , 0 then the integer ρ is the order of L. Finally, the maximum degree in
x among the polynomials cℓ is the degree of L.
The technique of creative telescoping has seen various algorithmic generalizations and im-
provements over the past two decades. As outlined in the introduction of (Chen et al., 2015),
we can distinguish four generations amongst these algorithms based on the techniques they
employed. Details about the first two generations can be found in (Zeilberger, 1990b, 1991;
Petkovsˇek et al., 1996) and the third generation was initiated in (Mohammed and Zeilberger,
2005; Apagodu and Zeilberger, 2006). It is worthwhile mentioning that many of the best out-
put size estimates known so far are obtained from the analysis of algorithms from the third
generation (Chen and Kauers, 2012a,b; Chen et al., 2014).
The fourth generation originating from (Bostan et al., 2010), is the so-called reduction-based
approach, and has drawn the most attention recently. The main idea of this approach is to itera-
tively apply a chosen reduction method a priori to bring each function f (x+ ℓ, y) on the left-hand
side of (1.1) into some kind of normal form, referred to as a shift-remainder for brevity, modulo
summable rational functions of the forms as the right-hand side of (1.1). Then finding the cℓ
amounts to seeking a linear dependency amongst these shift-remainders. This idea equips the
approach with the useful feature (compared with earlier generations) that it allows one to find a
telescoper without necessarily also computing the corresponding certificate. In other words, the
computation of the cℓ in (1.1) is separated from the computation of g. In a typical situation where
the size of the cℓ is much smaller than the size of g and the right-hand side of (1.1) collapses to
zero when summing over the defining interval, this approach enables one to merely compute the
cℓ avoiding the costly yet unnecessary computation of the certificate g. In applications where
a certificate is required, the approach also allows one to express the certificate as an unnormal-
ized sum so that the summands are concatenated symbolically without actually calculating the
sum. These summands are often of much smaller sizes than the original certificate. So far, the
reduction-based approach has been worked out for many special functions, for example, in the
differential case (Bostan et al., 2010, 2013b,a; Chen et al., 2016, 2018; van der Hoeven, 2017;
Bostan et al., 2018) and in the shift case (Chen et al., 2015; Huang, 2016; Bostan et al., 2017;
Chen et al., 2019). These algorithms turn out to be more efficient in practice than those of the
previous generations.
However, it is also the case that the unnormalized expression for the certificate returned
by the reduction-based approach can introduce superfluous terms which eventually cancel out
when normalized. These terms will not contribute to the final output but will increase sizes of
intermediate results and thus deteriorate the performance of the approach in these applications.
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In order to illustrate this issue, let us consider a simple discrete rational function of the form
f (x, y) =
x
x + 3y + 3m
−
x
x + 3y + 3
+
x
x + 3y
, (1.2)
where m is an integer greater than one. Applying a reduction method, for example, in (Abramov,
1975) or (Chen et al., 2015), to the given rational function f yields
f (x, y) = g0(x, y + 1) − g0(x, y) + r0 with g0(x, y) =
m−1∑
k=1
x
x + 3y + 3k
and r0 =
x
x + 3y
. (1.3)
Based on the form (1.3), iteratively applying the reduction method to each f (x + ℓ, y) for ℓ ≥ 0
gives
f (x + ℓ, y) = gℓ(x, y + 1) − gℓ(x, y) + rℓ with a shift-remainder rℓ =
x + ℓ
x + 3y + ℓ¯
,
where ℓ¯ ∈ {0, 1, 2} is ℓ reduced modulo 3 and
gℓ(x, y) = g0(x + ℓ, y) +
⌊ℓ/3⌋∑
k=1
x + ℓ
x + 3y + 3(k − 1) + ℓ¯
.
Finding the first linear dependency amongst the shift-remainders rℓ reduces to solving the linear
system

9x 9x + 9 9x + 18 9x + 27
6x2 + 9x 6x2 + 12x + 6 6x2 + 15x + 6 6x2 + 27x + 27
x3 + 3x2 + 2x x3 + 3x2 + 2x x3 + 3x2 + 2x x3 + 6x2 + 11x + 6


c0
c1
c2
c3
 =

0
0
0
 . (1.4)
The polynomial solution (c0, c1, c2, c3) = (−(x + 3), 0, 0, x) then gives
L = x S3x −(x + 3), (1.5)
a telescoper for f of minimal order with the corresponding certificate
g(x, y) = x · g3(x, y) − (x + 3) · g0(x, y) =
x(x + 3)
x + 3y + 3m
−
x(x + 3)
x + 3y + 3
+
x(x + 3)
x + 3y
(1.6)
obtained by canceling out the commonm−2 terms in the summation. As them increases, the size
of each gℓ grows rapidly, whereas the expanded certificate g may still be small. In this particular
example, it is actually more reasonable to use the decomposition
f (x, y) = g0(x, y + 1) − g0(x, y) + r0, with g0(x, y) = −
x
x + 3y
and r0 =
x
x + 3y + 3m
,
instead of (1.3). This leads to an alternate choice of shift-remainders rℓ, with the resulting gℓ of
smaller sizes, for the f (x + ℓ, y). With this choice one gets the same telescoper L and certificate
g as before, but this time there is no cancellation happening in (1.6). That is, the unnormalized
sum gives the final size of the certificate. This suggests a solution to the above issue. Namely,
find an initial decomposition (1.3) with the smallest possible g0 using the method proposed in
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(Polyakov, 2011; Zima, 2011) to initiate the iterative process of the reduction-based approach.
However this process requires a full irreducible factorization of polynomials.
Separate from the previously mentioned work, there is an alternate method developed by
Le (2003) which constructs telescopers in a direct fashion. This method was later used by
Chen and Kauers (2012a) to obtain a much sharper order-degree curve for telescopers in the case
of bivariate rational functions, compared with the curve obtained by using a third-generation
algorithm. Currently, the method is only worked out for bivariate rational functions in the (q-)
shift case. Nevertheless, the method is still interesting because it also has the feature that the
computation of a telescoper does not depend on its certificate. In order to demonstrate its main
idea, consider again the rational function f given in (1.2). As with the reduction-based approach,
this method first decomposes f as in (1.3). The difference is that it later decomposes the shift-
remainder r0 as the sum of several simple fractions of numerators in x only, which in our example
is merely x · 1
x+3y
. By viewing x = x S0x as a recurrence operator of order zero and using the fact
that S3x −1 is a minimal telescoper for
1
x+3y
with a corresponding certificate 1
x+3y
, Le’s method
then computes the least common left multiple of x and S3x −1 with the left cofactor of x (resp.
S3x −1), giving rise to the same telescoper L as in (1.5) (resp. its certificate
x(x+3)
x+3y
) for the simple
fraction x · 1
x+3y
= r0. In the more general case where there is more than one simple fraction in
r0, one finds a telescoper of minimal order for r0 by calculating the least common left multiple of
all resulting telescopers for simple fractions. Together with (1.3), the method yields a telescoper
of minimal order for f , namely L, as well as its (optional) certificate of the form
g = L · g0 +
x(x + 3)
x + 3y
.
Rather than leaving the certificate as a (potentially large) unnormalized sum as done by the
reduction-based approach, this method represents the certificate by recurrence operators. This
representation enables one to more easily manipulate the certificate or analyze its various prop-
erties such as the singularities without knowing its expanded form. However, the intermediate
expression swell which happens in the certificate is still unavoidable due to (1.3). A second
disadvantage is that this method requires the numerator of each simple fraction appearing in
the decomposition of the shift-remainder to be independent of y, often requiring one to work in
algebraic extensions of the base field.
1.1. Proposed new approach
Our new algorithm constructs a telescoper for a rational function in a similar fashion as
the reduction-based approach, but incorporating the idea from the method of Le (2003). As a
result, our algorithm completely avoids algebraic extensions of the base field and intermediate
expression swell in the certificate. In order to describe the main idea of the new algorithm, let us
continue the example (1.2). Unlike the reduction-based approach and the method of Le, we first
find a recurrence operator M allowing us to rewrite f in the form
f = (x S3mx −x S
3
x +x)︸              ︷︷              ︸
M
·
1
x + 3y
.
Using the relation S3x(x + 3y) = Sy(x + 3y) with Sy the recurrence operator in y, we find the left
remainder R = x S0x from the (special) left division of M by Sy −1. This implies that
x
x+3y
is a
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shift-remainder of f . By fixing a positive integer ρ, say ρ = 3 in this example, we make an ansatz
L = c3 S
3
x +c2 S
2
x +c1 Sx +c0 with the cℓ to be determined. Note that upper bounds for the order
ρ are available, provided that a telescoper exists (see (Huang, 2016, Theorem 5.5) or a refined
version in Lemma 4.4). As before, we calculate the left remainder
R˜ = (x + 2)c2 S
2
x +(x + 1)c1 Sx +((x + 3)c3 + xc0)
from the left division of L · R by Sy −1. We show that L is a telescoper if and only if R˜ = 0, or
equivalently, 
x 0 0 x + 3
0 0 x + 2 0
0 x + 1 0 0


c0
c1
c2
c3
 =

0
0
0
 . (1.7)
One immediately reads a polynomial solution (c0, c1, c2, c3) = (−(x + 3), 0, 0, x), yielding a tele-
scoper for f . In terms of certificates, we either, follow the idea from (Gerhard et al., 2003) and
use the sparse representation
g = LeftQuot(L · M, Sy −1) ·
1
x + 3y
, where LeftQuot denotes the left quotient,
or expand it as (1.6) by noticing LeftQuot(L · M, Sy −1) = x(x + 3) S
3m
x −x(x + 3) S
3
x +x(x + 3).
As with the reduction-based approach in the shift case, the termination of the new algorithm is
guaranteed by the existence criterion for telescopers given in (Abramov, 2003). This essentially
says that the given rational function f has a telescoper if and only if the denominator of its
shift-remainder is integer-linear, that is, each of its (nontrivial) irreducible factors has the form
P(λx + µy) for two integers λ, µ and a univariate polynomial P. The particular pair (λ, µ) with
gcd(λ, µ) = 1 and µ ≥ 0 is called an integer-linear type. In the general case, the operator Sx
in M is replaced by a special recurrence operator acting particularly on integer-linear rational
functions of one type, and the given rational function is initially separated into several simple
fractions according to integer-linear types.
When a telescoper is guaranteed and an upper bound ρ has been determined, then the above
process can be executed once by constructing a telescoper of minimal order from the nontrivial
polynomial solution of the resulting linear system with the last nonzero entry having the smallest
possible index. A second, iterative approach, lets ρ = 0, 1, 2, . . . until a nontrivial polynomial
solution of the resulting linear system is found. When the chosen bound is equal to the actual
order of minimal telescopers, our complexity analysis suggests that the upper-bound version is
faster than the iterative version by a factor of the actual order. However, the iterative version
often performs much better in practice when the upper bound is not sufficiently sharp.
In summary, our main contribution is a new algorithm for computing minimal telescopers for
rational functions. As with the reduction-based approach and the method of Le, our algorithm
separates the computation of the telescoper from that of the certificate. When the certificate is
needed our algorithm computes it in a sparse form, hiding potential expression swell until a final,
optional expansion. Unlike Le’s method our algorithm avoids the need for algebraic extensions.
In addition, if an expanded form for the certificate is desired then this can be computed easily by
a left division in time polynomial in the size of the expanded certificate. Moreover, comparing
(1.7) with (1.4) suggests that our algorithm also has better control for the size of intermediate
expression involved in the computation of the telescoper.
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Arithmetic costs of both the upper-bound and iterative versions of the new algorithm, as well
as that of the reduction-based approach in the rational case, are analyzed in this paper. We note
that, until recently, most complexity analyses were done for the differential case (Bostan et al.,
2010, 2013b; van der Hoeven, 2017; Bostan et al., 2018) whereas little has been known for the
shift case. The analysis result shows that our new algorithm is at least one order of magnitude
faster than the reduction-based approach in the rational case when the certificate is not expanded.
AMaple implementation further confirms that (the iterative version of) our approach outperforms
the reduction-based approach when restricted to the rational case. In addition, the new algorithm
is easy to analyze and leads to a tight order-degree curve for telescopers, a property shared with
the method of Le.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Some basic notions and results are recalled
in the next section for later use. In particular, we review the notion of shiftless decomposition
and the GGSZ reduction in the context of bivariate rational functions. A new recurrence oper-
ator ring particularly working on integer-linear rational functions of one type is introduced in
Section 3. Based on left division with remainder in this operator ring, Section 4 describes a new
algorithm to construct a telescoper of minimal order for bivariate rational functions along with its
several variants. Section 5 provides the cost analysis of our new algorithm, followed in Section 6
by a brief summary and the cost analysis of the reduction-based approach in the rational case.
Section 7 contains some experimental comparison among all above-mentioned approaches. The
paper ends with some topics for future research.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paperC denotes a field of characteristic zero with C(x, y) the field of rational
functions in x, y over C. We denote by σx and σy the shift operators over C(x, y), which, for any
f ∈ C(x, y), are defined by
σx( f (x, y)) = f (x + 1, y) and σy( f (x, y)) = f (x, y + 1).
Recall that a rational function f ∈ C(x, y) is called summable with respect to y (or σy-
summable for short) if f = σy(g) − g for some g ∈ C(x, y). Two polynomials f , g ∈ C[x, y] are
called shift-coprime with respect to y (or σy-coprime for short) if degy(gcd( f , σ
ℓ
y(g))) = 0 for
all ℓ ∈ Z, and called shift-equivalent with respect to y (or σy-equivalent for short), denoted by
f ∼y g, if f = σ
m
y (g) for some m ∈ Z. Clearly, two σy-coprime polynomials are coprime to each
other in C[x, y], and ∼y is an equivalence relation. A nonzero polynomial f ∈ C[x, y] is called
shift-free with respect to y (or σy-free for short) if degy(gcd( f , σ
ℓ
y( f ))) = 0 for all ℓ ∈ Z \ {0}. All
these notions can be straightforwardly generalized to polynomials in C(x)[y] and have analogous
definitions in terms of the variable x (or other variables). Nevertheless, we note that these notions
invoked later are defaulted to be defined with respect to the variable y unless otherwise stated.
Let f be a polynomial in C[x, y]. Throughout this paper, we will order terms using a pure
lexicographic order with x ≺ y. For this order, we let lcx,y( f ) and degx,y( f ) denote the leading
coefficient and total degree, respectively, of f over C with respect to x, y. We follow the con-
vention that degx,y(0) = −∞ and say that the polynomial f is monic if lcx,y( f ) = 1. The content,
denoted by contx,y( f ), of f with respect to x, y is the greatest common divisor (GCD) over C of
the coefficients of f with respect to x, y with f being primitive if contx,y( f ) = 1. The primitive
part primx,y( f ) of f with respect to x, y is then defined to be f / contx,y( f ). In certain instances,
we also need to consider the above notions with respect to a particular variable, say y. In these
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cases, we will instead write lcy( f ), degy( f ), conty( f ) and primy( f ) by viewing f as a polynomial
in y over the domain C[x].
Let C(x, y)[Sx, Sy] be the ring of linear recurrence operators in x, y over C(x, y). Here Sx, Sy
commute with each other, and Sx( f ) = σx( f ) Sx, Sy( f ) = σy( f ) Sy for any f ∈ C(x, y). The
application of an operator M =
∑
i, j≥0 ai j S
i
x S
j
y in C(x, y)[Sx, Sy] to a rational function f ∈ C(x, y)
is then defined as
M( f ) =
∑
i, j≥0
ai jσ
i
xσ
j
y( f ).
Definition 2.1. Let f be a rational function in C(x, y). A nonzero operator L ∈ C[x][Sx] is
called a telescoper for f if L( f ) is σy-summable, or equivalently, there exists a rational function
g ∈ C(x, y) such that
L( f ) = (Sy −1)(g),
where 1 denotes the identity map of C(x, y). We call g a corresponding certificate for L. The order
and degree of L are defined to be its degree in Sx and the maximum degree in x of its coefficients
with respect to Sx, respectively. A telescoper of minimal order is also called aminimal telescoper.
In the rest of this section, we recall from (Gerhard et al., 2003) the notion of shiftless decom-
position, and the GGSZ reduction in the context of bivariate rational functions, as follows. Both
of these notions will play important roles in our later algorithms.
Definition 2.2. Let g ∈ C[x, y] be a polynomial admitting the decomposition
c
m∏
i=1
ni∏
j=1
σ
ℓi j
y (gi)
ei j , (2.1)
where c ∈ C[x], gi ∈ C[x, y], m, ni, ℓi j, ei j ∈ N and ei j > 0. Then (2.1) is called a shiftless
decomposition of g (with respect to y) if
• gi is monic, squarefree and of positive degree in y;
• gi is primitive and shift-free with respect to y;
• the gi are pairwise σy-coprime;
• 0 = ℓi1 < ℓi2 < · · · < ℓini .
The above definition coincides with (Gerhard et al., 2003, Definition 1) in the case of uni-
variate polynomials.
A polynomial in C[x, y] may have more than one shiftless decomposition. Depending on the
size of m, we can distinguish different types of shiftless decompositions. The most refined type,
corresponding to the maximumm, has the form (2.1) with all gi being irreducible, and is obtained
by full factorization in C[x, y]. Using the auto-dispersion set of the given polynomial, that is, the
set of all integers i with the property that the given polynomial has a nontrivial common divisor
with its ith shift, a quartic-time algorithm over C(x) for computing a shiftless decomposition
was first developed in (Gerhard et al., 2003, §3). This algorithm returns the coarsest shiftless
decomposition, namely the type corresponding to the minimum m, which has the form (2.1)
satisfying the property that for all 1 ≤ i < i′ < m at least one of the conditions
(ℓi1, . . . , ℓini) , (ℓi′1, . . . , ℓi′ni′ ) or (ei1, . . . , eini) , (ei′1, . . . , ei′ni′ )
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is satisfied. Note that the auto-dispersion set of a polynomial can be obtained by using the
algorithm of Man and Wright (1994) based on full factorization, or more efficiently, in the case
of integer polynomials using the modular procedure pDispersionSet from (Gerhard et al., 2003).
Based on the shiftless decomposition, a reduction algorithm in the case of univariate rational
functions, named RatSum, was also developed in the same paper (Gerhard et al., 2003). This
algorithm can be carried over to the bivariate case in a straightforward manner, to which we will
refer as the GGSZ reduction later for convenience, named after the authors. The input and output
of the GGSZ reduction are given below.
GGSZReduction. Given two coprime polynomials f , g ∈ C[x, y] with g , 0, compute rational
functions h, r in C(x, y) with r = a/b, a, b ∈ C[x, y], degy(a) < degy(b) and b being σy-free such
that
f
g
= (Sy −1)(h) + r. (2.2)
Such a reduction algorithm is vital for many creative telescoping approaches, including the
reduction-based one in (Chen et al., 2015), the method of Le (2003) and the algorithm introduced
in this paper. Unlike previous reduction algorithms as given in (Abramov, 1971; Paule, 1995;
Abramov and Petkovsˇek, 2001; Gerhard et al., 2003), the GGSZ reduction uses a sparse repre-
sentation of h in the output in terms of left quotients, and hence works in polynomial-time of the
size of the input without the final expansion.
Example 2.3. Let g be a polynomial of the form
g = g0σy(g0)σ
29
y (g0)σ
30
y (g0) · b, (2.3)
where g0 = xy + 1 and b = ((−5x + 2y)
3 + 1)((−5x+ 2y + 1)3 + 1)(3x + 10y + 1)2. Up to making
b monic, the above equation gives a shiftless decomposition of g with respect to y. Consider now
the rational function f /g admitting the partial fraction decomposition
f
g
=
2x + 3
σ30y (g0)
−
2x + 3
σ29y (g0)
−
1
σy(g0)
+
1
g0
+
2x2 + 1
(−5x + 2y)3 + 1
+
x − 1
(−5x + 2y + 1)3 + 1
+
xy + 1
(3x + 10y + 1)2
.
We remark that all the decomposed forms given in our examples are for readability only. Apply-
ing the GGSZ reduction to f /g then yields (2.2) with
h = LeftQuot((2x + 3) S30y −(2x + 3) S
29
y − Sy +1, Sy −1)
(
1
g0
)
= ((2x + 3) S29y −1)
(
1
g0
)
and r =
2x2 + 1
(−5x + 2y)3 + 1
+
x − 1
(−5x + 2y + 1)3 + 1
+
xy + 1
(3x + 10y + 1)2
, (2.4)
where LeftQuot denotes the left quotient in the ringQ(x)[y][Sy]. In this example, the only left quo-
tient in h is a sparse operator although it is of relatively high order 29. Hence the expanded form
of h is small. Since r , 0, the given rational function f /g is not σy-summable by (Gerhard et al.,
2003, Theorem 12). We will use f /g as a running example in this paper.
3. Integer-linear operator ring
One of the key ideas of our new algorithm described in the next section is to convert oper-
ations among rational functions to arithmetic operations for recurrence operators (such as mul-
tiplication and left division with remainder). In order to achieve this goal, in this section we
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introduce a new recurrence operator ring acting on integer-linear rational functions of a given
type.
Recall that an irreducible polynomial g ∈ C[x, y] is called integer-linear (over C) if it is
of the form P(λx + µy) for some univariate polynomial P(z) ∈ C[z] and two integers λ, µ. By
pulling out a common factor, one may assume without loss of generality that the integers λ, µ are
coprime if g < C or (λ, µ) = (0, 0) otherwise, and that µ ≥ 0. Such a pair (λ, µ) is unique and is
called the integer-linear type of g. A polynomial in C[x, y] is called integer-linear (over C) if all
its irreducible factors are integer-linear, possibly with different integer-linear types. A rational
function in C(x, y) is called integer-linear (over C) if its denominator and numerator are both
integer-linear.
Rather than merely giving an affirmative answer to the case where an input polynomial is
integer-linear, we look for the integer-linear decomposition of the polynomial, with the intent to
make the integer-linear part more manipulatable.
Definition 3.1. Let g ∈ C[x, y] be a polynomial admitting the decomposition
P0(x, y)
m˜∏
i=1
Pi(λ˜ix + µ˜iy), (3.1)
where m˜ ∈ N, λ˜i, µ˜i ∈ Z, P0 ∈ C[x, y] and Pi(z) ∈ C[z]. Then (3.1) is called the integer-linear
decomposition of g if
(i) none of non-constant irreducible factors of P0 is integer-linear;
(ii) each Pi(z) is monic with respect to z and of positive degree in z.
(iii) each (λ˜i, µ˜i) satisfies gcd(λ˜i, µ˜i) = 1 and µ˜i ≥ 0;
(iv) any two pairs of the (λ˜i, µ˜i) are distinct.
The (λ˜i, µ˜i) are called integer-linear types of g. If g is clear from the context, we will simply say
that the (λ˜i, µ˜i) are integer-linear types. In addition, we call the product of the Pi(λ˜ix + µ˜iy) the
integer-linear part of g.
Clearly, g is integer-linear if and only if P0 ∈ C in (3.1). By using full factorization, we see
that every polynomial admits an integer-linear decomposition. Moreover, the decomposition is
unique up to the order of the factors, according to the uniqueness of integer-linear types and full
factorization.
In terms of computation, an efficient algorithm for finding the integer-linear decomposition
for general multivariate polynomials was recently proposed by the authors (Giesbrecht et al.,
2019). Compared with the previous known algorithms (Abramov and Le, 2002; Li and Zhang,
2013), this procedure performs better both in theory and in practice.
Consider now integer-linear rational functions of a single type, (λ, µ), with λ, µ a coprime
integer pair with µ ≥ 0. By Be´zout’s relation, there exist unique integers α, β with αλ + βµ = 1
and 
0 ≤ α < µ and |β| ≤ |λ|, if λµ , 0,
α = 1 and β = 0, if (λ, µ) = (1, 0),
α = 0 and β = 1, if (λ, µ) = (0, 1).
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Define
σ(λ,µ) = σ
α
xσ
β
y and S(λ,µ) = S
α
x σ
β
y .
Then σ(λ,µ) is an automorphism of C(x, y) mapping f (x, y) ∈ C(x, y) to f (x + α, y + β) and
S(λ,µ) ∈ C(x, y)[Sx, Sy, S
−1
y ] with S(λ,µ)( f ) = σ(λ,µ)( f ) S(λ,µ). In particular, σ(λ,µ)(P(z)) = P(z + 1)
for P(z) ∈ C(z) with z = λx + µy. This allows us to treat integer-linear rational functions of one
type as univariate rational functions.
For the pair (λ, µ) given above, consider the operator ring C(x)[y][S(λ,µ), S
−1
(λ,µ)], in which the
addition is defined termwise and the multiplication is defined by the rule∑
i
ai S
i
(λ,µ) ·
∑
j
b j S
j
(λ,µ)
=
∑
i, j
ai σ
αi
x σ
βi
y (bi) S
i+ j
(λ,µ)
.
We are particularly interested in applying the operators from the ring C(x)[y][S(λ,µ), S
−1
(λ,µ)] to the
elements of the field C(z) with z = λx + µy. In this case, the operators Sx, Sy can be regarded as
elements in the ring C(x)[y][S(λ,µ), S
−1
(λ,µ)] since
Sx(P(z)) = S
λ
(λ,µ)(P(z)) and Sy(P(z)) = S
µ
(λ,µ)
(P(z)) for P(z) ∈ C(z) with z = λx + µy.
Therefore, for M =
∑
i ci S
i
(λ,µ) ∈ C(x)[y][S(λ,µ), S
−1
(λ,µ)], the left multiplication by
M1 =
∑
i≥0
ai S
i
x ∈ C(x)[y][Sx] or M2 =
∑
i≥0
bi S
i
y ∈ C(x)[y][Sy]
in the ring C(x)[y][S(λ,µ), S
−1
(λ,µ)] is well-defined in the sense that
M1 · M(P(z)) =
∑
i≥0
∑
j
ai σ
i
x(c j)σ
λi+ j
(λ,µ)
(P(z)) and M2 · M(P(z)) =
∑
i≥0
∑
j
bi σ
i
y(c j)σ
µi+ j
(λ,µ)
(P(z)),
(3.2)
where P(z) ∈ C(z) with z = λx + µy.
3.1. Refinement for the integer-linear decomposition
In this subsection we refine the integer-linear part of a given polynomial in C[x, y], so as to
better describe the arithmetic in our operator ring.
Recall that two polynomials f , g ∈ C[x, y] are called shift-equivalent with respect to x, y (or
(σx, σy)-equivalent for short), denoted by f ∼x,y g, if there exist ℓ,m ∈ Z such that f = σ
ℓ
xσ
m
y (g).
Clearly, ∼x,y is an equivalence relation and contains the relation ∼y. Suppose that f , g are integer-
linear of the forms f (x, y) = P1(λ1x + µ1y) and g(x, y) = P2(λ2x + µ2y) for Pi(z) ∈ C[z] and
λi, µi ∈ Z with µi ≥ 0 and gcd(λi, µi) = 1. Then f ∼x,y g implies that (λ1, µ1) = (λ2, µ2) and
P1(z) = P2(z + ℓ) for some ℓ ∈ Z, namely f = S
ℓ
(λ1,µ1)
(g), and conversely.
Suppose a polynomial b ∈ C[x, y] has the integer-linear decomposition of the form (3.1)
with P0 = 1. Then we wish to compute integers m, ni, µi, νi j, ei j ∈ N, λi ∈ Z, and univariate
polynomials cb(x) ∈ C[x], pi(z) ∈ C[z] such that
b = cb(x)
m∏
i=1
ni∏
j=1
pi(λix + µiy + νi j)
ei j , (3.3)
where
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(i) each pi(z) is monic, squarefree, shift-free with respect to z and of positive degree in z;
(ii) each (λi, µi) is an integer-linear type with µi > 0;
(iii) for two distinct integers i, i′ with 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ m, every non-constant irreducible factor of
pi(λix + µiy) is (σx, σy)-inequivalent with any factor of pi′ (λi′ x + µi′y), or equivalently,
either (λi, µi) , (λi′ , µi′ ) or pi(z) is shift-coprime with pi′ (z) with respect to z;
(iv) 0 = νi1 < · · · < νini and ei j > 0.
We refer to (3.3) as the refined integer-linear decomposition of the given polynomial b. The
following algorithm provides a way to compute such a decomposition.
ILDRefinement. Given a nonzero polynomial b ∈ C[x, y] admitting the integer-linear decompo-
sition of the form (3.1) with P0 = 1, compute the refined integer-linear decomposition of b. The
steps are:
1. set m = 0 and cb(x) = 1.
for k = 1, . . . , m˜ do
if µ˜k = 0 then update cb(x) = Pk(x) else
1.1 compute a shiftless decomposition
∏mk
i=1
∏nik
j=1
g˜ik(z+ ν˜i jk)
e˜i jk of Pk(z) with respect to z.
1.2 for i = 1, . . . ,mk do
update m to m + 1; set nm = nik, pm(z) = g˜ik(z) and (λm, µm) = (λ˜k, µ˜k);
for j = 1, . . . , nm set νm, j = ν˜i jk and em, j = e˜i jk.
2. return cb(x), (λi, µi)1≤i≤m, (νi j, ei j)1≤i≤m,1≤ j≤ni and (pi(z))1≤i≤m.
The correctness of the refinement procedure follows directly from the definition of the shift-
less decomposition.
Example 3.2. Consider the polynomial g defined by (2.3). By definition, it is easy to see that g
admits the integer-linear decomposition
g = P0(x, y) · P1(−5x + 2y) · P2(3x + 10y), (3.4)
with P0 = g0σx(g0)σ
29
y (g0)σ
30
y (g0), P1(z) = (z
3 + 1)((z + 1)3 + 1) and P2(z) = (z + 1)
2. Here
g0 = xy + 1. Furthermore refining the integer-linear part of g (the polynomial b in Example 2.3)
yields
b = p1(−5x+2y) · p1(−5x+2y+1) · p2(3x+10y) with p1(z) = z
3+1 and p2(z) = (z+1)
2. (3.5)
4. Telescoping via operator
In this section, we will demonstrate how to construct a telescoper and (optionally) its certifi-
cate using left division with remainder among recurrence operators from integer-linear operator
rings introduced in the preceding section, in a similar spirit of the GGSZ reduction.
To this end, let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0. Assume that g admits
the integer-linear decomposition (3.1) and that b is the integer-linear part of g. Then there exist
f0, a ∈ C(x)[y] with degy(a) < degy(b) such that
f
g
=
f0
P0
+
a
b
. (4.1)
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By Abramov’s criterion (Abramov, 2003, Theorem 10), f0/P0 is σy-summable provided that a
telescoper for f /g exists. As b is integer-linear it admits a refined version (3.3) of its integer-
linear decomposition. The unique partial fraction decomposition of a/bwith respect to (3.3) over
C(x)[y] is then given by
a
b
=
1
δ(x)
m∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
ei j∑
k=1
ai jk(x, y)
pi(λix + µiy + νi j)k
,
where δ ∈ C[x], ai jk ∈ C[x, y] with degy(ai jk) < degz(pi). Let di = max1≤ j≤ni {ei j} and assume
that ai jk = 0 in case k > ei j. Interchanging the order of summations and introducing the operator
Mik =
1
δ
∑ni
j=1
ai jk S
νi j
(λi ,µi)
∈ C(x)[y][S(λi ,µi)] then yields
a
b
=
m∑
i=1
di∑
k=1
 1δ(x)
ni∑
j=1
ai jk(x, y)
pi(λix + µiy + νi j)k
 =
m∑
i=1
di∑
k=1
Mik
(
1
pi(λix + µiy)k
)
. (4.2)
Note that for each fixed i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have
Sx(pi(z)) = S
λi
(λi ,µi)
(pi(z)) and Sy(pi(z)) = S
µi
(λi ,µi)
(pi(z)) with z = λix + µiy.
By the equation (4.1) and the definition of telescopers, a nonzero operator L ∈ C[x][Sx] is a
telescoper for f /g if and only if there exists h ∈ C(x, y) such that
L
(
a
b
)
= (Sy −1)(h). (4.3)
Since degy(a) < degy(b) and because the denominators of the reduced fractions h and (Sy −1)(h)
have the same (σx, σy)-equivalence classes with the same multiplicities, the rational function h
can be written in a form analogous to (4.2). That is,
h =
m∑
i=1
di∑
k=1
Qik
(
1
pi(λix + µiy)k
)
for some Qik ∈ C(x)[y][S(λi ,µi), S
−1
(λi,µi)
] with coefficients of degrees in y less than degz(pi). The
above expression is unique because all the pi(z) are shift-free with respect to z and for any two
distinct integers i, i′ with 1 ≤ i, i′ ≤ m, every non-constant factor of pi(λix + µiy) is (σx, σy)-
inequivalent to all factors of pi′ (λi′ x + µi′y). Thus (4.3) implies that
LMik = (Sy −1)Qik for all i = 1, . . . ,m and k = 1, . . . , di, (4.4)
where the multiplications are defined by the rules (3.2) in the ring C(x)[y][S(λi ,µi), S
−1
(λi ,µi)
]. With
the left quotient in the ringC(x)[y][S(λi ,µi), S
−1
(λi ,µi)
] denoted by LeftQuot, the equation (4.4) implies
that Qik = LeftQuot(LMik, Sy −1). Notice that L and Sy −1 commute with each other. Let Rik be
the left remainder from the left division of Mik by Sy −1 in C(x)[y][S(λi ,µi)]. Then (4.4) is equiva-
lent to say that the left remainder from the left division of LRik by Sy −1 inC(x)[y][S(λi,µi), S
−1
(λi ,µi)
]
is equal to zero. This then provides us a rational telescoping criterion, in analogy to the rational
summation criterion given by (Gerhard et al., 2003, Theorem 12).
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Theorem 4.1. Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0. Assume that f /g can
be decomposed as (4.1), in which a/b is further assumed to admit the decomposition (4.2). Then
a necessary and sufficient condition for a nonzero operator L ∈ C[x][Sx] to be a telescoper for
f /g ∈ C(x, y) is that there are operators Qik ∈ C(x)[y][S(λi ,µi), S
−1
(λi ,µi)
] such that (4.4) holds. This
is also equivalent to the condition that for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ k ≤ di, the left remainder from
the left division of the operator LRik by Sy −1 in C(x)[y][S(λi ,µi), S
−1
(λi ,µi)
] is equal to zero, where
Rik is the left remainder from the left division of Mik by Sy −1.
4.1. Left remainders and left quotient formulas
In what follows, we discuss the concrete formulas for left remainders and left quotients from
the left divisions by Sy −1, inducing a linear system containing the information for telescopers.
Observe that each Mik is equal to
1
δ
∑ni
j=1
ai jk S
νi j
(λi ,µi)
. A direct calculation shows that the left
remainder Rik from the left division of Mik by Sy −1 in the ring C(x)[y][S(λi ,µi)] is given by
Rik =
1
δ
µi−1∑
r=0
a˜ikr S
r
(λi ,µi)
with a˜ikr =
∑
jr
σ
−q jr
y (ai jrk), (4.5)
where the summation in a˜ikr runs over all integers jr in {1, . . . , ni} satisfying the property that
there exists an integer q jr ∈ Z such that νi jr = µiq jr+r. Inspired by the proof of (Chen and Kauers,
2012a, Theorem 10), we look for a telescoper L of the form
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓ σ
ℓ
x(δ) S
ℓ
x for ρ ∈ N and
cℓ ∈ C[x]. This in fact does not lose any generality since, for a given telescoper L˜ =
∑ρ
ℓ=0
c˜ℓ S
ℓ
x ∈
C[x][Sx], multiplying with the least common multiple δρ of the σ
ℓ
x(δ) gives
L = δρ · L˜ =
ρ∑
ℓ=0
cℓ σ
ℓ
x(δ) S
ℓ
x with cℓ = c˜ℓ ·
δρ
σℓx(δ)
,
yielding a telescoper with the same order as L˜ and of the required form.
It follows from (4.5) that
LRik =
ρ∑
ℓ=0
µi−1∑
r=0
cℓ σ
ℓ
x(a˜ikr) S
r+ℓλi
(λi ,µi)
∈ C[x, y][S(λi,µi), S
−1
(λi ,µi)
].
The left remainder from the left division of LRik by Sy −1 in the ring C(x)[y][S(λi ,µi), S
−1
(λi,µi)
] is
simply of the form
R˜ik =
µi−1∑
r˜=0

∑
ℓr˜
cℓr˜ σ
−qrℓr˜
y σ
ℓr˜
x (a˜ikr)
Sr˜(λi,µi), (4.6)
where the inner summation runs over all integers ℓr˜ in {0, . . . , ρ} satisfying the property that there
exist integers r, qrℓr˜ such that 0 ≤ r ≤ µi − 1 and r + ℓr˜λi = µiqrℓr˜ + r˜. Notice that for any
fixed integer ℓ, the r + ℓλi with 0 ≤ r ≤ µi − 1 have distinct images modulo µi. Thus for each
0 ≤ r˜ ≤ µi − 1 and 0 ≤ ℓr˜ ≤ ρ, the integer pair (r, qrℓr˜ ) is unique as long as it exists. This means
that each cℓ appears at most once in every coefficient of R˜ik with respect to S(λi,µi).
For the left quotient, we will only be interested in the one from the left division of LMik by
Sy −1 and its precise formula is summarized in the following remark. Note that formulas for
other left quotients are also available if desired.
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Remark 4.2. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ k ≤ di, if λi ≥ 0 then
LeftQuot(LMik, Sy −1) =
νini+ρ0λi−µi∑
α=0

∑
(ℓα , jα)
cℓασ
−qℓα, jα
y σ
ℓα
x (ai jαk)
Sα(λi ,µi),
where the inner summation runs over all integer pairs (ℓα, jα) in {0, . . . , ρ}× {1, . . . , ni} satisfying
the property that there exists a positive integer qℓα , jα such that νi jα+ℓαλi = µiqℓα, jα+α. Otherwise,
LeftQuot(LMik, Sy −1)
= −
νi1+ρ0λi∑
α=−1

∑
(ℓα , jα)
cℓασ
−qℓα, jα
y σ
ℓα
x (ai jαk)
Sα(λi,µi) +
νini−µi∑
α=0

∑
(ℓα , jα)
cℓασ
−qℓα , jα
y σ
ℓα
x (ai jαk)
Sα(λi ,µi),
where the first inner summation runs over all integer pairs (ℓα, jα) in {0, . . . , ρ} × {1, . . . , ni}
satisfying the property that there exists a nonpositive integer qℓα , jα so that νi jα+ℓαλi = µiqℓα, jα+α,
while the second inner summation runs over all integer pairs (ℓα, jα) in {0, . . . , ρ} × {1, . . . , ni}
satisfying the property that there exists a positive integer qℓα, jα so that νi jα + ℓαλi = µiqℓα, jα + α.
Note that the left quotients may become dense although the LMik are sparse operators.
The following corollary is an immediate result of Theorem 4.1 and the equation (4.6).
Corollary 4.3. With the assumptions and notations of Theorem 4.1, further assume that (4.5)
holds. Then a nonzero operator L =
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓ σ
ℓ
x(δ) S
ℓ
x ∈ C[x][Sx] is a telescoper for f /g ∈ C(x, y)
if and only if∑
ℓr˜
cℓr˜ σ
−qrℓr˜
y σ
ℓr˜
x (a˜ikr) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . ,m, k = 1, . . . , di and r˜ = 0, . . . , µi − 1, (4.7)
where the summation, for each (i, k, r˜), runs over all integers ℓr˜ in {0, . . . , ρ} satisfying the prop-
erty that there exist integers r, qrℓr˜ such that 0 ≤ r ≤ µi − 1 and r + ℓr˜λi = µiqrℓr˜ + r˜.
Using the well-known fact that any linear system with more variables than equations admits
a nontrivial solution, one obtains an upper bound for the order of minimal telescopers, which
coincides with the known bound given in (Huang, 2016, Theorem 5.5) for “generic” rational
functions since the known bound is already generically sharp. However, there are instances in
which our bound is better than the known one (e.g. Example 4.9 versus Example 6.3).
Lemma 4.4. With the assumptions and notations of Theorem 4.1, further assume that (4.5) holds.
Then the order of a minimal telescoper for f /g is at most
ρ0 =
m∑
i=1
di∑
k=1
µi ·
(
max
0≤r≤µi−1
{−1, degy(a˜ikr)} + 1
)
. (4.8)
Proof. Let L ∈ C[x][Sx] be a minimal telescoper for f /g of order ρ ∈ N. As before, we may
assume without loss of generality that L is of the form
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓσ
ℓ
x(δ) S
ℓ
x. We then conclude from
Corollary 4.3 that (4.7) holds, which in turn can be viewed as a linear system overC[x] with ρ+1
unknowns c0, . . . , cρ by equating coefficients of like powers of y to zero. Meanwhile, this linear
system contains at most ρ0 equations over C[x] with ρ0 given by (4.8). Hence this system has a
nontrivial solution overC[x] whenever ρ+ 1 beats ρ0, which gives rise to a telescoper for f /g by
Corollary 4.3. This thus yields that ρ ≤ ρ0, concluding the proof.
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4.2. A new creative telescoping algorithm
Putting things together, we obtain a new creative telescoping algorithm for rational functions.
RationalOperatorCT (upper-bound version). Given two coprime polynomials f , g ∈ C[x, y]
with g , 0, compute a minimal telescoper L ∈ C[x][Sx] for f /g and a corresponding certificate
h ∈ C(x, y) if telescopers exist. The steps are:
1. compute the integer-linear decomposition (3.1) of g.
2. compute the decomposition (4.1) of f /g with b being the integer-linear part of g.
3. apply the GGSZ reduction to f0/P0 to find h, r ∈ C(x, y) with h of a sparse form such that
f0
P0
= (Sy −1)(h) + r. (4.9)
4. if r , 0 then return “No telescoper exists!”.
5. compute the refined version (3.3) of the integer-linear decomposition of b.
6. compute the partial fraction decomposition (4.2) of a/b with respect to (3.3) over C(x)[y].
7. for i = 1, . . . ,m and k = 1, . . . , di do
7.1 set a˜ik0 = a˜ik1 = · · · = a˜ik,µi−1 = 0.
7.2 for j = 1, . . . , ni compute q, r ∈ Z with 0 ≤ r ≤ µi − 1 such that νi j = µiq + r and
update a˜ikr = a˜ikr + σ
−q
y (ai jk).
8. if all a˜ikr = 0 then set L = 1 and update
h = h +
m∑
i=1
di∑
k=1
LeftQuot(Mik, Sy −1)
(
1
pi(λix + µiy)k
)
,
and return L, h.
9. set ρ0 by (4.8).
10. make an ansatz L =
∑ρ0
ℓ=0
cℓσ
ℓ
x(δ) S
ℓ
x with the cℓ indeterminates.
for i = 1, . . . ,m and k = 1, . . . , di do
10.1 set R
(0)
ik
= R
(1)
ik
= · · · = R
(µi−1)
ik
= 0.
10.2 for ℓ = 0, . . . , ρ0 and r = 0, . . . , µi − 1 compute q, r˜ ∈ Z such that r + ℓλi = µiq + r˜
and 0 ≤ r˜ ≤ µi − 1, and update
R
(r˜)
ik
= R
(r˜)
ik
+ cℓσ
−q
y σ
ℓ
x(a˜ikr).
11. find a nontrivial solution (c0, . . . , cρ0) ∈ C[x]
ρ0+1 with the last nonzero entry having the
smallest possible index so that R
(r˜)
ik
= 0 for i = 1, . . . ,m, k = 1, . . . , di and r˜ = 0, . . . , µi − 1.
12. update h = L(h) +
∑m
i=1
∑di
k=1
LeftQuot(LMik, Sy −1)
(
1
pi(λix+µiy)k
)
, and return L, h.
Theorem 4.5. Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0. Then the above algo-
rithm RationalOperatorCT correctly finds a minimal telescoper for f /g and a corresponding
certificate when such telescopers exist.
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Proof. By (Gerhard et al., 2003, Theorem 12) and (Abramov, 2003, Theorem 10), steps 1-4 are
correct. For the case where all a˜ikr = 0 in step 8, Theorem 4.1 implies that one is a minimal
telescoper for a/b (and thus for f /g). If this is not the case, then by Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.3
and Lemma 4.4, together with the discussions in between, the algorithm eventually returns a
telescoper for f /g of order ρ with 0 < ρ ≤ ρ0 and also a corresponding certificate. It remains
to show that ρ is indeed the minimal order. Let ρ˜ be the order of a minimal telescoper for f /g
and suppose that ρ˜ is strictly less than ρ. Notice that there is a minimal telescoper for f /g
of the form
∑ρ˜
i=0
c˜ℓ σ
ℓ
x(δ) S
ℓ
x with c˜ℓ ∈ C[x] and c˜ρ˜ , 0. It follows from Corollary 4.3 that
(c˜0, . . . , c˜ρ˜, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ C[x]
ρ0+1 is also a nontrivial solution of the linear system in step 11, whose
last nonzero entry having index ρ˜ since c˜ρ˜ , 0. This contradicts with the minimum of ρ stated in
step 11 and concludes the proof.
Remark 4.6. In step 3, by letting s ∈ C[x, y] and t ∈ C[x] be the numerator and denominator of
f0, respectively, it is sufficient to apply the GGSZ reduction to s/P0 (or even s/ primy(P0)) since
s/P0 = (Sy −1)(ht)+ rt and rt = 0 if and only if r = 0. This will reduce the total cost of this step.
Remark 4.7. Roughly speaking, by replacing step 9 by “for ρ0 = 1, 2, . . . do” and iteratively
repeating steps 10-11 until a nontrivial solution (c0, . . . , cρ0) ∈ C[x]
ρ0+1 is found, one obtains an
iterative analog of the above algorithm, which will be referred to as the iterative version.
Remark 4.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, we can also follow an alternate method,
suggested in (Le, 2003), for computing a minimal telescoper for f /g. Namely, after obtaining
the decomposition (4.2), we separately take each simple fraction
Mik
(
1
pi(λix + µiy)k
)
and individually compute their minimal telescopers Lik ∈ C[x][Sx] and then take the least com-
mon left multiple of the Lik. One can show that this least common left multiple gives a minimal
telescoper for f /g.
Note that, for each integer pair (i, k) with 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ k ≤ di, we can compute the
minimal telescoper Lik by letting
ρik = µi ·
(
max
0≤r≤µi−1
{−1, degy(a˜ikr)} + 1
)
with a˜ikr given in (4.5)
and solving a linear system of ρik rows and ρik + 1 columns. This compares to the algorithm
RationalOperatorCT which solves a linear system of
∑m
i=1
∑di
k=1
ρik rows and
∑m
i=1
∑di
k=1
ρik + 1
columns to obtain the final minimal telescoper. However, the alternative method also requires
time to compute the least common left multiple of the Lik. Preliminary experiments suggest that
in practice such a method does not outperform the algorithm RationalOperatorCT and it is
often less efficient than the iterative version mentioned in Remark 4.7.
In order to demonstrate our new algorithm, let us work on some examples.
Example 4.9. Consider the rational function r1 of the form
r1 =
2x2 + 1
(−5x + 2y)3 + 1
+
x − 1
(−5x + 2y + 1)3 + 1
.
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By definition, the denominator of r1 is integer-linear of a single type (−5, 2). Thus our algorithm
proceeds to step 5, calculating the refined integer-linear decomposition of the denominator
p1(−5x + 2y) · p1(−5x + 2y + 1) with p1(z) = z
3 + 1,
with respect to which, step 6 shows that r1 admits the partial fraction decomposition
r1 = ((x − 1) S(−5,2) +2x
2 + 1)︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
M1
(
1
p1(−5x + 2y)
)
with S(−5,2) = Sx S
3
y .
By left division with remainder in Q(x)[y][S(−5,2)], we know that M1 is already the left remainder
from its left division by Sy −1. Hence r1 has a telescoper of order at most ρ0 = 2 by Lemma 4.4.
By making an ansatz L1 =
∑2
ℓ=0 cℓ S
ℓ
x with cℓ indeterminates, steps 10-11 then build a linear
system 
2x2 + 1 σ2yσx(x − 1) σ
5
yσ
2
x(2x
2 + 1)
x − 1 σ3yσx(2x
2 + 1) σ5yσ
2
x(x − 1)


c0
c1
c2
 =

0
0
 , (4.10)
of which the nullspace has only dimension one. Solving the linear system gives a minimal tele-
scoper
L1 = (4x
4 + 8x3 + 7x2 + 5x + 3) S2x +2(2x
2 − 5) Sx −(4x
4 + 24x3 + 55x2 + 59x + 27), (4.11)
and step 12 returns the corresponding certificate in the sparse expression
h1 = LeftQuot(L1M1, Sy −1)
(
1
p1(−5x + 2y)
)
. (4.12)
We note that L1M1 here is equal to
c2 σ
2
x(2x
2 + 1) S−10(−5,2) +c2 σ
2
x(x − 1) S
−9
(−5,2) +c1 σx(2x
2 + 1) S−5(−5,2)
+ c1 σx(x − 1) S
−4
(−5,2) +c0 (2x
2 + 1) + c0(x − 1) S(−5,2)
and hence is a sparse operator. The left quotient in (4.12), however, is a dense operator of
exponents in S(−5,2) ranging consecutively from −10 to −1.
Example 4.10. Consider the same rational function f /g as Example 2.3. By Example 3.2,
the polynomial g admits the integer-linear decomposition (3.4) with the integer-linear part b
satisfying the refined decomposition (3.5). Then step 2 computes the decomposition (4.1) with
f0
P0
=
2x + 3
σ30y (g0)
−
2x + 3
σ29y (g0)
−
1
σy(g0)
+
1
g0
,
to which applying the GGSZ reduction yields (4.9) with h of the sparse form given in (2.4) and
r = 0. In step 6, one gets that
a
b
= ((x − 1) S(−5,2) +2x
2 + 1)︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
M1
(
1
p1(−5x + 2y)
)
+ (xy + 1) S0(3,10)︸           ︷︷           ︸
M2
(
1
p2(3x + 10y)
)
,
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where S(−5,2) = Sx S
3
y and S(3,10) = S
7
x S
−2
y . Again, by left division with remainder inQ(x)[y][S(−5,2)]
and Q(x)[y][S(3,10)], we know that both M1 and M2 are left remainders from the left divisions by
Sy −1. It then follows from Lemma 4.4 that f /g has a telescoper of order at most ρ0 = 22. With
the ansatz L =
∑22
ℓ=0 cℓ S
ℓ
x for indeterminates cℓ, steps 10-11 set up a system of ρ0 linear equa-
tions in unknowns cℓ, in which each linear equation is of degree in x at most 2. The only basis to
the nullspace of this linear system over Q(x) yields a minimal telescoper
L = (3x2 + 42x + 82) S22x −(3x
2 + 30x + 10) S20x −2(3x
2 + 72x + 142) S12x
+ 2(3x2 + 60x + 10) S10x +(3x
2 + 102x + 802) S2x −(3x
2 + 90x + 610), (4.13)
and then step 12 returns a corresponding certificate in the sparse expression
L(h) + LeftQuot(LM1, Sy −1)
(
1
p1(−5x + 2y)
)
+ LeftQuot(LM2, Sy −1)
(
1
p2(3x + 10y)
)
. (4.14)
5. Arithmetic cost for the new algorithm
In this section, we give a complexity analysis of the new algorithm described in the preceding
section. For this purpose, we first collect some classical complexity notations and facts needed
in this paper. More background on these can be found in (von zur Gathen and Gerhard, 2013).
5.1. Complexity background
In this paper, the cost of algorithms will be counted by the number of arithmetic operations
in the field C. All costs are analyzed in terms of O-estimates for classical arithmetic and O∼-
estimates for fast arithmetic, where the soft-Oh notation “O∼” is basically “O” but suppressing
logarithmic factors (see (von zur Gathen and Gerhard, 2013, Definition 25.8) for a precise defi-
nition).
We summarize the facts needed for our analysis below and will freely use them in our theo-
rems. For proofs, we refer to (von zur Gathen and Gerhard, 2013), (Gerhard, 2004, §3 and §5)
and (Zhou et al., 2012, Theorem 4.1).
The first fact gives sharp degree bounds for two basic arithmetic operations – division with
remainder and partial fraction decomposition. This turns out to be very useful in estimating
degree sizes. The proofs are mainly based on Cramer’s rule and determinant expansions and will
be skipped.
Fact 5.1 (Degree bounds). Let f , g be two nonzero polynomials in C[x, y].
(i) Assume that degy( f ) ≥ degy(g). Then there exist unique q, r ∈ C[x, y] with
(degx(q), degy(q)) ≤
(
(degy( f ) − degy(g)) degx(g) + degx( f ), degy( f ) − degy(g)
)
and (degx(r), degy(r)) ≤
(
(degy( f ) − degy(g) + 1) degx(g) + degx( f ), degy(g) − 1
)
such that lcy(g)
degy( f )−degy(g)+1 f = qg + r.
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(ii) Assume that degy( f ) < degy(g) and g = g
e1
1
. . . g
em
m with ei ∈ N \ {0} and gi ∈ C[x, y] being
pairwise coprime. Then there exists δ ∈ C[x] and { fi j}1≤i≤m,1≤ j≤ei ⊆ C[x, y] with
degx(δ) ≤ degx(g) degy(g) −
m∑
i=1
ei(1 + ei)
2
degx(gi) degy(gi)
and (degx( fi j), degy( fi j)) ≤ (degx(g) degy(g) + degx( f ) − degx(g) + j degx(gi), degy(gi) − 1)
such that
f
g
=
1
δ
(
f11
g1
+ · · · +
f1e1
g
e1
1
+ · · · +
fm1
gm
+ · · · +
fmem
g
em
m
)
.
The next fact contains the cost of some basic arithmetics for univariate polynomials.
Fact 5.2 (Arithmetic of univariate polynomials). Let f , g ∈ C[x] with degx( f ), degx(g) ≤ dx.
Then the following operations can be performed at most in O(d2x) arithmetic operations in C
with classical arithmetic and O∼(dx) with fast arithmetic.
(i) Addition, multiplication, division with remainder, GCD computation of f and g;
(ii) Evaluation f at dx + 1 distinct points in C or interpolation in C[x] at these points;
(iii) Squarefree decomposition of f over C[x];
(iv) Partial fraction decomposition of f /g with respect to a given factorization of g, provided
that f , g are nonzero coprime polynomials with degx( f ) < degx(g).
In order to analyze the cost for operations on bivariate polynomials, a general (although not
optimal) technique is to use evaluation and interpolation on polynomials and to perform opera-
tions on univariate polynomials based on the above fact. We will frequently use this technique
without explicitly pointing it out.
As mentioned the introduction, most of recent creative telescoping algorithms, including our
new one presented in Section 4, eventually reduce the problem of finding telescopers to the
problem of solving linear systems, which can be accomplished efficiently.
Fact 5.3 (Solving linear systems). Let M be a polynomial matrix in C[x]m×n with entries being
polynomials in C[x] of degree in x less than dx. Assume that n ∈ O(m). Then a basis of the null
space of M in C[x] can be computed using O(m3d2x) arithmetic operations in C with classical
arithmetic (Gaussian elimination) and O∼(mω−1ndx) with fast arithmetic, where ω ∈ R with
2 < ω ≤ 3 is the exponent of matrix multiplication over C.
5.2. Output size estimates
In order to analyze the complexity of our new algorithm, we first need to estimate sizes of
intermediate results.
Using Fact 5.1, one gets size estimates for the output of the GGSZ reduction. It turns out that
the sizes of the summable part depend on the dispersion of the denominator of the input rational
function. Recall that the dispersion of a polynomial g ∈ C[x, y] with respect to y, denoted by
disy(g), is the maximal integer ℓ with the property that g and σ
ℓ
y(g) have a common divisor of
positive degree in y. For simplicity, we confine ourselves to O-estimates and omit the simple yet
tedious proof.
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Lemma 5.4. Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0 and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤ dy.
Assume that applying the GGSZ reduction to f /g yields
f
g
= (Sy −1)
(
s
t
)
+
a
δb
,
where δ ∈ C[x], s, t, a, b ∈ C[x, y]with degy(s) < degy(t), degy(a) < degy(b) and b being primitive
and shift-free with respect to y. Then
degx(δ) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy),
(degx(b), degy(b)) ∈ O(degx(g)) × O(dy),
(degx(a), degy(a)) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy + degx( f )) × O(dy),
(degx(s), degy(s)) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy + degx( f ) + disy(g) degx(g)) × O(disy(g) · dy),
and (degx(t), degy(t)) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy + disy(g) degx(g)) × O(disy(g) · dy).
Lemma 5.5. Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0 and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤ dy.
Assume that f /g can be decomposed as (4.1), in which a/b further admits the decomposition
(4.2) and (4.5) holds. Let s ∈ C[x, y] and t ∈ C[x] be the numerator and denominator of f0,
respectively. Then
degx(δ) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy),
(degx(a˜i jk), degy(a˜i jk)) ≤ (degx(ai jk), degy(ai jk)) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy + degx( f )) × O(degz(pi)),
(degx(s), degy(s)) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy + degx( f )) × O(dy),
degx(t) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy) and (degx(P0), degy(P0)) ∈ O(degx(g)) × O(dy).
Proof. It is readily seen from (4.1)-(4.2) that
f
g
=
f0
P0
+
1
δ(x)
m∑
i=1
ni∑
j=1
ei j∑
k=1
ai jk(x, y)
pi(λix + µiy + νi j)k
.
Since P0 and the pi(λix+µiy+νi j) are pairwise coprime, the degree bounds then follows straight-
forwardly from Fact 5.1.
The following depicts an order-degree curve of telescopers for bivariate rational functions.
Theorem 5.6. With the assumptions and notations of Lemma 5.5, let ρ0 be defined by (4.8).
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ k ≤ di, let αik = max0≤r≤µi−1{−1, degx,y(a˜ikr)} and βik =
max0≤r≤µi−1{−1, degy(a˜ikr)}. Then for any nonnegative integer pair (ρ, τ) with ρ ≥ ρ0 and
τ > degx(δ) − 1 +
∑m
i=1
∑di
k=1
µi(αik −
1
2
βik)(βik + 1)
ρ + 1 − ρ0
, (5.1)
there exists a telescoper for f /g of order at most ρ and degree at most τ. In particular, letting
degx( f ), degx(g) ≤ dx and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤ dy, if ρ = ρ0 then the right hand side of (5.1) is in
O(ρ0dxdy) while if ρ = 2ρ0 then it belongs to O(dxdy).
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Proof. Let ρ, τ ∈ N with ρ ≥ ρ0 and τ satisfying (5.1). To prove the lemma, it is sufficient to
show that there exist c0, . . . , cρ ∈ C[x], not all zero, with degx(cℓ) ≤ τ − degx(δ) such that (4.7)
holds, because then Corollary 4.3 asserts that
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓ σ
ℓ
x(δ) S
ℓ
x gives a desired telescoper for f /g.
Now we consider the linear system over C (instead of C[x]) obtained by vanishing coefficients
of like powers of x and y in (4.7). In other words, we view the coefficients of the cℓ with respect
to x, not the cℓ themselves, as unknowns. This then gives us (τ − degx(δ) + 1)(ρ + 1) unknowns
in total. On the other hand, we see that each equation in (4.7) has total degree in x, y at most
τ − degx(δ) + αik and degree in y at most βik. It follows that the resulting linear system contains
at most
(τ − degx(δ) + 1)ρ0 +
m∑
i=1
di∑
k=1
µi(αik −
1
2
βik)(βik + 1)
equations over C. Since ρ ≥ ρ0, one concludes from (5.1) that the linear system over C resulting
from (4.7) have more unknowns than equations, assuring such a nontrivial solution.
Remark 5.7. Under the assumptions of the above theorem, in the context of (Chen and Kauers,
2012a, §4), all a˜ikr are actually in C[x], yielding αik = max0≤r≤µi−1{−1, degx(a˜ik)} and βik = 0.
Thus ρ0 =
∑m
i=1
∑di
k=1
µi and (5.1) becomes
τ > degx(δ) − 1 +
∑m
i=1
∑di
k=1
µiαik
ρ + 1 − ρ0
,
which in fact coincides with the sharp order-degree curve given in (Chen and Kauers, 2012a,
Theorem 10) (after correcting the typos in the formula of the lower bound for d there).
5.3. Cost analysis of algorithm
Lemma 5.8. A shiftless decomposition of a polynomial g ∈ C[x, y] with degx(g) = dx and
degy(g) = dy can be computed using
(i) O(d4y) arithmetic operations in C(x) with classical arithmetic and O
∼(d3y ) with fast arith-
metic, or
(ii) O(dxd
4
y +d
2
xdy) arithmetic operations in C with classical arithmetic andO
∼(dxd
3
y ) with fast
arithmetic,
plus the cost of computing the auto-dispersion set of g.
Proof. (i) See (Gerhard et al., 2003, Theorem 10) for the proof.
(ii) Notice that the c and all gi are factors of g and thus degx(c), degx(gi) ≤ dx. The claimed cost
then follows by making use of evaluation-interpolation techniques.
With the help of the above lemma, in analogy to (Gerhard et al., 2003, Theorem 13), we
derive the cost of the GGSZ reduction recalled in Section 2.
Theorem 5.9. Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0 and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤
dy. Then the GGSZ reduction computes h, r ∈ C(x, y) with h of a sparse form such that (2.2)
holds, using O(degx(g)d
4
y + degx(g)
2d3y + degx( f ) degx(g)d
2
y + degx( f )
2dy) arithmetic operations
in C with classical arithmetic and O∼(degx(g)d
3
y + degx( f )dy) with fast arithmetic, plus the cost
of computing the auto-dispersion set of g.
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Proof. By (Gerhard et al., 2003, Theorem 13), the cost of the GGSZ reduction is dominated
by computing the shiftless decomposition of g and one subsequent partial fraction decompo-
sition of f /g (in terms of the variable y). Note that the latter operation takes O(degx(g)
2d3y +
degx( f ) degx(g)d
2
y + degx( f )
2dy) with classical arithmetic and O
∼(degx(g)d
2
y + degx( f )dy) with
fast arithmetic. This, together with Lemma 5.8 (ii), concludes the claimed cost.
If the expanded form of the h in (2.2) is expected, then a direct yet cumbersome calculation
based on Lemma 5.4 shows that the whole algorithm can be accomplished in time polynomial in
the size of the final output.
Corollary 5.10. Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0 and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤
dy. Then the GGSZ reduction returns expanded output using
O(disy(g)
3 degx(g)
2d2y + disy(g)
2 degx( f ) degx(g)d
2
y + disy(g)
2 degx(g)
2d3y
+ disy(g) degx( f ) degx(g)d
3
y + disy(g) degx( f )
2d2y + disy(g) degx(g)
2d4y )
arithmetic operations in C with classical arithmetic and
O∼(disy(g)
2 degx(g)d
2
y + disy(g) degx( f )d
2
y + disy(g) degx(g)d
3
y)
with fast arithmetic, plus the cost of computing the auto-dispersion set of g.
Now we are ready to study the cost of the algorithm RationalOperatorCT.
Theorem 5.11. Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0, degx( f ), degx(g) ≤ dx
and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤ dy. Assume that f /g has a telescoper and let ρ be the actual order of its
minimal telescopers. Further define ρ0 by (4.8). Then the algorithm RationalOperatorCT finds
a minimal telescoper for f /g and a corresponding certificate of a sparse form using O(dxd
4
y +
ρ0d
2
xd
3
y + ρ
3
0
d2xd
2
y ) arithmetic operations in C with classical arithmetic and O
∼(dxd
3
y + ρ0dxd
2
y +
ρω
0
dxdy) with fast arithmetic, plus the cost of computing auto-dispersion sets and finding rational
roots.
Proof. According to (Giesbrecht et al., 2019, Theorem 3.5), step 1 takes O(d2xdy + dxd
3
y + d
4
y )
arithmetic operations with classical arithmetic and O∼(dxd
2
y + d
3
y ) with fast arithmetic, plus the
cost of finding rational roots. Steps 2 and 6 essentially compute the partial fraction decomposition
of f /g with respect to the decomposition g = P0
∏m
i=1
∏ni
j=1
pi(λix + µiy + νi j)
ei j over C(x)[y],
taking O(d2xd
3
y ) with classical arithmetic and O
∼(dxd
2
y ) with fast arithmetic in total. Regardless
of the cost of computing auto-dispersion sets, one concludes from Remark 4.6, Lemma 5.5 and
Theorem 5.9 that step 3 uses O(dxd
4
y + d
2
xd
3
y ) with classical arithmetic and O
∼(dxd
3
y) with fast
arithmetic, dominating the cost of step 5 by Lemma 5.8 (i). Note that by assumption, r = 0 and
thus the algorithm continues after step 4.
In step 7, the computation of the a˜ikr dominates the cost of other steps. By Lemma 5.5,
each nonzero polynomial ai jk has degree in x in O(dxdy) and degree in y in O(degz(pi)). This
implies that computing each nonzero term σ
−q
y (ai jk) requires O(d
2
xd
2
y degz(pi) + dxdy degz(pi)
2)
with classical arithmetic and O∼(dxdy degz(pi)) with fast arithmetic. Observe that ai jk = 0 for
k > ei j. Therefore, step 7 in total takes O(ρ0d
2
xd
3
y ) with classical arithmetic and O
∼(ρ0dxd
2
y ) with
fast arithmetic. By postponing the computation of the σℓx(δ) to step 12, one obtains the same cost
for step 10 along similar lines as above.
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Step 8 deals with the trivial case and takes no arithmetic operations inC. In step 9, computing
the number ρ0 takes linear time O(dy) since m ≤ degy(b) ≤ dy. In step 11, the coefficient matrix
with respect to y produced by the linear system has at most ρ0 rows and ρ0 + 1 columns, whose
each nonzero entry is of degree in x in O(dxdy) according to Lemma 5.5 and rank is exactly the
actual order ρ of minimal telescopers for f /g. Thus Fact 5.3 implies that step 11 needs O(ρ3
0
d2xd
2
y )
with classical arithmetic and O∼(ρω
0
dxdy) with fast arithmetic. In the final step 12, it virtually
takes no arithmetic operations for returning h in this sparse representation, while computing the
σℓx(δ) in the minimal telescoping L requires O(ρd
2
xd
2
y ) with classical arithmetic and O
∼(ρdxdy)
with fast arithmetic. In addition, since each cℓ is of degree in x in O(ρ0dxdy) by Theorem 5.6,
further expanding the coefficients of the telescoper L takes O(ρ0d
2
xd
2
y ) with classical arithmetic
and O∼(ρ0dxdy) with fast arithmetic. The announced cost follows.
Corollary 5.12. With the assumptions of Lemma 5.5, further assume that degx( f ), degx(g) ≤ dx.
Let ρ0 be defined by (4.8) and let µ = max{µ1, . . . , µm}. Then ρ0 ∈ O(µdy), and the algorithm
RationalOperatorCT takes O(µ3d2xd
5
y ) arithmetic operations in C with classical arithmetic and
O∼(µωdxd
ω+1
y ) with fast arithmetic, plus the cost of computing auto-dispersion sets and finding
rational roots.
Proof. By assumption, the integer-linear part b of g satisfies the refined decomposition (3.3).
Thus degy(b) =
∑m
i=1
∑ni
j=1
ei j degz(pi) ≤ dy. It follows from the equation (4.5) that degy(a˜ikr) ≤
max1≤ j≤ni {degy(ai jk)} ≤ degz(pi) − 1 and thus ρ0 ∈ O(µdy). Now let ρ be the actual order of
minimal telescopers for f /g. Then we conclude from Lemma 4.4 that ρ ≤ ρ0 ∈ O(µdy). Thus the
announced cost is evident by Theorem 5.11.
Remark 5.13. Under the assumptions of Corollary 5.12, as a direct corollary of Theorem 5.6,
the size of a minimal telescoper for f /g is in O(µ2dxd
3
y ), which is relatively sharp by Remark 5.7.
With this size bound, one sees from the above corollary that the algorithmRationalOperatorCT
is almost optimal when the exponent of matrix multiplication ω is close to 2.
Remark 5.14. Under the assumptions of Corollary 5.12, following from similar arguments as
in the proofs of Theorem 5.11 and Corollary 5.12, the iterative version of our algorithm pre-
sented in Remark 4.7 takes O(µ4d2xd
6
y ) arithmetic operations in C with classical arithmetic and
O∼(µω+1dxd
ω+2
y ) with fast arithmetic, plus the cost of computing auto-dispersion sets and finding
rational roots.
Remark 5.15. Under the assumptions of Corollary 5.12, in the particular case where C = Q, one
can assume without loss of generality that f , g ∈ Z[x, y]. Then by incorporating the cost of com-
puting the auto-dispersion set of an integer polynomial (cf. (Gerhard et al., 2003, Theorem 14))
and the cost of finding rational roots of an integer polynomial (cf. (von zur Gathen and Gerhard,
2013, Theorem 15.21)), one sees from the above corollary that the algorithm RationalOpera-
torCT, as well as its iterative version, has the total running time bounded by (µ + dx + dy +
log || f ||∞ + log ||g||∞)
O(1) word operations, where the max-norm of f =
∑
i, j≥0 fi jx
iy j ∈ Z[x, y]
is defined as || f ||∞ = maxi, j≤0 | fi j|. See (Gerhard, 2004; von zur Gathen and Gerhard, 2013) for
more information on word operations.
Similar to Corollary 5.10, by a straightforward and cumbersome calculation, one confirms
that the expanded form of the certificate can be obtained in time polynomial in the size of the
final result.
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Corollary 5.16. With the assumptions of Lemma 5.5, further assume that degx( f ), degx(g) ≤ dx.
Let L ∈ C[x][Sx] be a minimal telescoper for f /g of order ρ with a corresponding certificate
h ∈ C(x, y). Define ρ0 by (4.8), and let µ = max{µ1, . . . , µm}, ξ = max1≤i≤m{νini + ρ|λi| − µi} and
ξ0 = disy(P0).
(i) Let hn, hd ∈ C[x, y] be the numerator and denominator of h. Then
(degx(hn), degy(hn)) ∈ O(ξdx + ρξ0dx + ρ0dxdy) × O(ξdy + ρξ0dy)
and (degx(hd), degy(hd)) ∈ O(ξdx + ρξ0dx + ρdxdy) × O(ξdy + ρξ0dy).
(ii) The telescoper L along with the expanded certificate h can be found using
O(ξ30µ
3d2xd
4
y + ξ
3
0µ
3dxd
5
y + ξ
2
0µ
3d2xd
5
y + ξ
2
0µ
3dxd
6
y + ξ0µ
3d2xd
6
y + ξ
3d2xd
2
y + ξ
2µd2xd
4
y + ξµ
2d2xd
6
y )
arithmetic operations in C with classical arithmetic and
O∼(ξ20µ
2dxd
3
y + ξ0µ
2dxd
4
y + ξ
2dxd
2
y + ξµ
2dxd
4
y )
with fast arithmetic, plus the cost of computing auto-dispersion sets and finding rational
roots.
6. Arithmetic cost for the reduction-based approach
In this section, we review the reduction-based creative telescoping algorithm from (Chen et al.,
2015) in the case of bivariate rational functions and further analyze its cost in this setting. As
indicated by the name of the algorithm, a reduction method plays a crucial role. The original re-
duction method used by (Chen et al., 2015) in the rational case was first developed by Abramov
(1971). Due to its complexity, we instead employ the GGSZ reduction given in Section 2 to carry
out all the reduction steps in the algorithm, so as to highlight the more significant discrepancy
between this algorithm and the one developed in Section 4.
Before discussing the concrete algorithm, let us first recall some notions. As a generalization
of auto-dispersion sets, the dispersion set of a polynomial f ∈ C[x, y] with respect to another
polynomial g ∈ C[x, y] is defined to be the integer set
DSy( f , g) = {ℓ ∈ Z | degy(gcd( f , σ
ℓ
y(g))) > 0}.
Using modular techniques (cf. (von zur Gathen and Gerhard, 2013, Theorem 6.26)), computing
(a superset of) the dispersion set of two bivariate polynomials amounts to finding that of two uni-
variate polynomials, which in turn can be achieved by the algorithm of Man and Wright (1994)
or by the procedure pDispersionSet from (Gerhard et al., 2003) in the particular case where
C = Q.
For a rational function f ∈ C(x, y), another rational function r ∈ C(x, y) is called a shift-
remainder with respect to y (or σy-remainder for short) of f if f − r is σy-summable and r can
be written as r = a/b with a, b ∈ C[x, y], degy(a) < degy(b) and b being σy-free. For brevity,
we just say that r is a σy-remainder if f is clear from the context. Then the GGSZ reduction
reduces a rational function to a σy-remainder modulo σy-summable rational functions. Clearly,
any integer shift of a σy-remainder with respect to x is again a σy-remainder. A rational function
in C(x, y) usually has more than one σy-remainder and any two of them differ by a σy-summable
rational function. The following theorem implies that zero is the only σy-remainder in the case
of a σy-summable rational function.
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Theorem 6.1 (Chen et al. 2015, Proposition 4.5). A rational function in C(x, y) is σy-summable
if and only if any of its σy-remainders is zero.
We summarize below the main idea of the reduction-based algorithm in (Chen et al., 2015).
Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0, and assume that applying the GGSZ
reduction to f /g yields (2.2). When the existence of telescopers for f /g is guaranteed, that is,
when the denominator of r in (2.2) is integer-linear, then the reduction-based algorithm proceeds
in an iterative fashion. It begins by fixing the order ρ of a telescoper for f /g, say starting from
ρ = 0, and then looks for a telescoper of that order; if none exists, it looks for one of the next
higher order. This pattern continues until one telescoper is found, with termination assured by
the existence.
The key task is then to find a telescoper of the fixed order ρ. In this respect, we make an
ansatz
L = c0 + c1 Sx + · · · + cρ S
ρ
x,
with cℓ ∈ C[x] to be determined. Write r0 = r and then for ℓ = 1, . . . , ρ iteratively adjusting the
σy-remainder σx(rℓ−1) with respect to
∑ℓ−1
i=0 ciri by (Chen et al., 2015, Theorem 5.6), along with
a subsequent normalization, leads to
σℓx
(
f
g
)
= (Sy −1)(hℓ) + rℓ for ℓ = 0, . . . , ρ, (6.1)
where hℓ, rℓ ∈ C(x, y) with h0 = h and rℓ being a σy-remainder. Note that the adjustment of σy-
remainders is used to make sure that any C[x]-linear combination of rℓ, particularly
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓrℓ, is
again a σy-remainder. A direct calculation shows that
L
(
f
g
)
= (Sy −1)

ρ∑
ℓ=0
cℓhℓ
 +
ρ∑
ℓ=0
cℓrℓ.
From Theorem 6.1 we see that
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓrℓ = 0, reducing the problem of telescopers to the simple
task of solving a linear system over C[x]. More specifically, we set up the system of linear
equations equivalent to
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓrℓ = 0 and solve it for the unknowns cℓ over C[x]. Any solution
with cρ , 0 will give rise to a telescoper for f /g of the desired order ρ. Failing to find such a
solution implies that no telescopers of order ρ exist. In this case, we update ρ to ρ+ 1 and repeat
the above process.
In order to complete the description of the reduction-based algorithm, we still need to provide
the details about the adjustment of σy-remainders, which we will fulfil now. The core algorithm
hidden in (Chen et al., 2015, Theorem 5.6) addresses the following problem.
ShiftRemainderAdjustment. Given two nonzero σy-remainders r, r0 ∈ C(x, y), compute a ra-
tional function h˜ ∈ C(x, y) and another σy-remainder r˜ ∈ C(x, y) such that
r = (Sy −1)(h˜) + r˜ and c0r0 + c1r˜ is a σy-remainder for any c0, c1 ∈ C[x]. (6.2)
With the input of two nonzero σy-remainders r, r0 ∈ C(x, y), let a, b ∈ C[x, y] be the nu-
merator and denominator of r, respectively, and let b0 ∈ C[x, y] be the denominator of r0. By
definition, degy(a) < degy(b) and b, b0 are both σy-free. Using polynomial factorization and the
dispersion set, one can uniquely decompose b as
c · σℓ1y (p
e1
1
) · · ·σℓmy (p
em
m ), (6.3)
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where c ∈ C[x], pi ∈ C[x, y] are distinct monic irreducible polynomials of positive degrees in y,
ei ∈ N \ {0} are multiplicities of σ
ℓi
y (pi) in b, and ℓi ∈ Z satisfy the conditions that (i) ℓi = 0 if
and only if σℓy(pi) ∤ b0 for any nonzero integer ℓ; (ii) if ℓi , 0 then pi is a factor of b0. We refer
to (6.3) as the shift-coprime decomposition of b with respect to b0. Note that {ℓ1, . . . , ℓm} \ {0} is
equal to the integer set DSy(b, b0) \ {0}.
Since b, b0 are σy-free, we know that the polynomials σ
ℓ1
y (p1), . . . , σ
ℓm
y (pm), as well as those
p1, . . . , pm, in (6.3) are pairwise coprime. By partial fraction decomposition, there exist unique
f1, . . . , fm ∈ C(x)[y] with degy( fi) < ei degy(pi) such that
r =
a
b
=
f1
σ
ℓ1
y (p
e1
1
)
+ · · · +
fm
σ
ℓm
y (p
em
m )
.
From (Chen et al., 2015, Theorem 5.6) we then have that
r˜ =
σ
−ℓ1
y ( f1)
p
e1
1
+ · · · +
σ
−ℓm
y ( fm)
p
em
m
, (6.4)
with the corresponding h˜ in (6.2) given by
h˜ =
m∑
i=1,ℓi<0
−ℓi−1∑
j=0
σ
j
y
− fi
σ
ℓi
y (p
ei
i
)
 +
m∑
i=1,ℓi>0
ℓi∑
j=1
σ
− j
y
 fi
σ
ℓi
y (p
ei
i
)
 . (6.5)
We remark that one may even force the ℓi in (6.3) to be distinct by grouping together those
factors p
ei
i
of the same integer shift order with respect to y and then the process described in the
preceding paragraph can still be carried out almost literally. In this way, the computation of the
new decomposition (6.3) requires, instead of full polynomial factorization, GCD computation
only, provided that the dispersion set is known.
With the adjustedσy-remainders at hand, the reduction-based algorithm nowworks smoothly
in the iterative manner as mentioned before.
Remark 6.2. As already pointed out in (Chen et al., 2019, §5.2), it is actually sufficient to adjust
the σx(rℓ−1) for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ ρ with respect to r0 only (rather than
∑ℓ−1
i=0 ciri) so as to insure the
C[x]-linearity of the σy-remainders rℓ. This may further reduce the total cost for adjusting σy-
remainders.
Let us return to the two examples from Section 4. We will use the above reduction-based
algorithm in order to illustrate the difference between the two approaches.
Example 6.3. Let r1 be the rational function given in Example 4.9. Then we know that r1 remains
unchanged after applying the GGSZ reduction and it has a telescoper. By Theorem 6.6, we get
the upper bound ρ0 = 6 for the order of minimal telescopers for r1, which exceeds the actual
bound since Example 4.9 implies that a minimal telescoper for r1 has only order 2. Now in the
iteration step ρ = 2, the reduction-based algorithm finds the adjusted additive decompositions
σℓx(r1) = (Sy −1)(hℓ) +
aℓ
bℓ
for ℓ = 0, 1, 2,
where hℓ ∈ Q(x, y), aℓ is an integer polynomial with degx(aℓ) = 1 and degy(aℓ) = 3, and bℓ =
((−5x + 2y)3 − 1)((−5x + 2y)3 − 1). Note that the hℓ and aℓ are not displayed here for space
26
reasons. In order to find a Q[x]-linear dependency among the aℓ/bℓ, we set up a linear system
attached by the coefficient matrix (with a scale applied so as to fit in one line)

16x2 + 8x 16x2 + 40x + 24 16x2 + 72x + 80
−120x3 − 36x2 + 12 −120x3 − 300x2 − 168x −120x3 − 516x2 − 504x + 108
300x4 + 30x3 + 12x2 − 60x + 6 300x4 + 750x3 + 390x2 + 6x 300x4 + 1230x3 + 1032x2 − 492x + 54
−250x5 + 25x4 − 30x3 + 79x2 − 14x + 1 −250x5 − 625x4 − 300x3 − 13x2 + 6x + 3 −250x5 − 975x4 − 680x3 + 559x2 − 118x + 19

.
This linear system admits the same solutions as (4.10), in other words, it leads to the same
minimal telescoper as Example 4.9. The corresponding certificate is left as an unnormalized
dense sum.
Example 6.4. Consider the same rational function f /g as Example 2.3. From the same example,
we see that f /g satisfies (2.2) with h, r given in (2.4). Moreover, there exist telescopers for f /g
since the denominator of r is integer-linear. Again, Theorem 6.6 gives an exceeded upper bound
ρ0 = 26 and by Example 4.10, the actual order of a minimal telescoper for f /g is merely 22. Then
in the iteration step ρ = 22 of the reduction-based algorithm, we obtain the adjusted additive
decompositions (6.1), where h0 = h, r0 = r and other quantities hℓ, rℓ are not displayed here
to save spaces. Finding a Q[x]-linear dependency among the rℓ yields a linear system with the
coefficient matrix of 26 rows and 23 columns and having entries of degrees in x at most 25. This
linear system confirms the same minimal telescoper as Example 4.10, leaving the corresponding
certificate as a large, unnormalized dense sum.
6.1. Output size estimates
As before, we use Fact 5.1 to estimate degree sizes of intermediate results. We start by those
of the adjusted σy-remainders in reduction steps.
Lemma 6.5. Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0 and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤ dy.
Let ρ ∈ N and assume that f /g admits the decomposition (6.1), where r0 is the σy-remainder
obtained by applying the GGSZ reduction to f /g and each rℓ for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ ρ is the σy-remainder
obtained by applying the shift-remainder adjustment toσx(rℓ−1) with respect to r0. For 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ ρ,
write rℓ = aℓ/(δℓbℓ) with δℓ ∈ C[x], aℓ, bℓ ∈ C[x, y], degy(aℓ) < degy(bℓ), gcd(aℓ, δℓbℓ) = 1 and
bℓ being primitive and shift-free with respect to y. Then for 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ ρ, the following bounds hold:
degx(δℓ) ≤ degx(δ0) + degx(b0) degy(b0), (degx(bℓ), degy(bℓ)) = (degx(b0), degy(b0)),
and (degx(aℓ), degy(aℓ)) ≤
(
degx(a0) + degx(b0) degy(b0), degy(b0) − 1
)
.
Moreover,
degx(δℓ) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy), (degx(bℓ), degy(bℓ)) ∈ O(degx(g)) × O(dy),
and (degx(aℓ), degy(aℓ)) ∈ O(degx(g) · dy + degx( f )) × O(dy).
Proof. The assertions for ℓ = 0 are evident by assumption and Lemma 5.4. Now let ℓ be an
arbitrary but fixed integer with 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ ρ. Assume that σx(bℓ−1) admits the shift-coprime
decomposition of the form (6.3) with respect to b0. Then c ∈ C in (6.3) since bℓ−1 is primitive
with respect to y. By (Huang, 2016, Proposition 5.2), there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the multisets of monic irreducible factors of positive degrees in y of bℓ−1 and σ
ℓ−1
x (b0)
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such that for any such a factor q of bℓ−1, there exists a unique factor q
′ of σℓ−1x (b0) with the same
multiplicity as q in bℓ−1 satisfying q ∼y q
′, and vice versa. It then follows that
σℓx(b0) = c
′ · σ
ℓ′
1
y (p
e1
1
) · · ·σ
ℓ′m
y (p
em
m ) for some c
′ ∈ C and ℓ′i ∈ Z. (6.6)
Because both b0 and bℓ−1 are primitive and shift-free with respect to y, the σ
ℓ′
i
y (pi) are pairwise
coprime and also each pi is primitive with respect to y. Thus there exist unique f
′
i
∈ C(x)[y] with
degy( f
′
i
) < ei degy(pi) such that
σℓx(r0) = σ
ℓ
x
(
a0
b0
)
=
m∑
i=1
f ′
i
σ
ℓ′
i
y (p
ei
i
)
. (6.7)
By assumption, rℓ is the adjustedσy-remainder ofσx(rℓ−1) with respect to r0. Then one sees from
(6.4) that bℓ is equal to
∏m
i=1 p
ei
i
up to a nonzero constant in C, yielding (degx(bℓ), degy(bℓ)) =
(degx(b0), degy(b0)) by (6.6). Notice that each f
′
i
/σ
ℓ′
i
y (p
ei
i
) differs from σ
−ℓ′
i
y ( f
′
i
)/p
ei
i
by a σy-
summable rational function. We know from (6.1) and (6.7) that
rℓ = (Sy −1)(h
′) +
m∑
i=1
σ
−ℓ′
i
y ( f
′
i
)
p
ei
i
for some h′ ∈ C(x, y).
Since rℓ = aℓ/(δℓbℓ) with degy(aℓ) < degy(bℓ) and gcd(aℓ, δℓbℓ) = 1, and bℓ/
∏m
i=1 p
ei
i
∈ C, the
above equation implies that h′ actually belongs to C(x). Thus rℓ =
∑m
i=1 σ
−ℓ′
i
y ( f
′
i
)/p
ei
i
. The first
assertion now follows straightforwardly by applying Fact 5.1 to (6.7). The second assertion is
just one application of Lemma 5.4.
We note that sharper degree bounds can be obtained in the special case where b0 (and thus
every bℓ) in the above lemma is integer-linear. These bounds, however, will not affect the orders
of magnitude for these intermediate results. Thus we do not pursue more refined accuracy here.
The reduction-based approach also provides us an order-degree curve of telescopers for bi-
variate rational functions.
Theorem 6.6. With the assumptions of Lemma 6.5, further assume that the polynomial b0 admits
the decomposition (3.3) and let ρ0 =
∑m
i=1 µidi degz(pi) with di = max1≤ j≤ni {ei j}. Then for any
nonnegative integer pair (ρ, τ) with ρ ≥ ρ0 and
τ >
(
(ρ + 1) degx(b0) degy(b0) + ρ degx(δ0) + degx(a0) + ρ0
)
ρ0 −
1
2
ρ0(ρ0 − 1) − (ρ + 1)
ρ + 1 − ρ0
, (6.8)
there exists a telescoper for f /g of order at most ρ and degree at most τ. In particular, letting
degx( f ), degx(g) ≤ dx and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤ dy, if ρ = ρ0 then the right hand side of (6.8) is in
O(ρ2
0
dxdy) while if ρ = 2ρ0 then it belongs to O(ρ0dxdy).
Proof. Let ρ, τ ∈ N with ρ ≥ ρ0 and τ satisfying (6.8). Let c0, . . . , cρ be indeterminates. By
Theorem 6.1 and Remark 6.2, the operator
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓ S
ℓ
x gives a desired telescoper for f /g if and
only if the equation
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓrℓ =
∑ρ
ℓ=0
cℓaℓ/(δℓbℓ) = 0 holds for cℓ ∈ C[x], not all zero, with
degx(cℓ) ≤ τ. Thus it amounts to verifying that, for the linear system over C induced by that
equation, the number of unknowns, namely (τ+ 1)(ρ+ 1) in this case, is greater than the number
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of equations over C. According to (Huang, 2016, Theorem 5.5), the least common multiple of
the bℓ has total degree in x, y at most ρ0. Hence, based on Lemma 6.5, one calculates that there
are at most
(
τ + (ρ + 1) degx(b) degy(b) + ρ degx(δ) + degx(a) + ρ0
)
ρ0 −
1
2
ρ0(ρ0 − 1)
equations over C. Since ρ ≥ ρ0 and (6.8) holds, a direct comparison between the number of
unknowns and the above number completes the proof.
Comparedwith the above theorem, the order-degree curve of telescopers for bivariate rational
functions depicted by Theorem 5.6 is much sharper..
6.2. Cost analysis of algorithm
Based on Fact 5.2, one easily obtains the following cost for adjusting σy-remainders.
Lemma 6.7. Let r, r0 ∈ C(x, y) be valid inputs of the algorithm ShiftRemainderAdjustment.
Write r = a/(δb) with δ ∈ C[x], a, b ∈ C[x, y], degy(a) < degy(b), gcd(a, δb) = 1 and b being
primitive and shift-free with respect to y. Let b0 ∈ C[x, y] be the primitive part of the denominator
of r0 with respect to y. Assume that degx(b), degx(b0) ≤ dx and degy(b), degy(b0) ≤ dy. Then the
algorithm finds h˜ ∈ C(x, y) of the unnormalized form (6.5) and a σy-remainder r˜ ∈ C(x, y) such
that (6.2) holds, using O(degx(a)
2dy + d
2
xd
3
y + degx(a)dxd
2
y + degx(δ)
2 + degx(δ)dxdy) arithmetic
operations in C with classical arithmetic andO∼(degx(a)dy+dxd
2
y +degx(δ)) with fast arithmetic,
plus the cost of computing the dispersion set of b with respect to b0.
Now we are ready to analyze the cost of the reduction-based creative telescoping algorithm
for bivariate rational functions.
Theorem 6.8. Let f , g ∈ C[x, y] be two coprime polynomials with g , 0, degx( f ), degx(g) ≤ dx
and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤ dy. Assume that f /g has a telescoper and let ρ be the actual order of its
minimal telescopers. Further define ρ0 as in Theorem 6.6. Then the reduction-based algorithm
in (Chen et al., 2015) finds a minimal telescoper for f /g and an unnormalized certificate, using
O(dxd
4
y +ρd
2
xd
3
y +ρ
3
0
ρ3d2xd
2
y +ρ
4
0
ρ2dxdy+ρ
5
0
ρ) arithmetic operations in C with classical arithmetic
and O∼(dxd
3
y + ρdxd
2
y + ρ
ω−1
0
ρ3dxdy + ρ
ω
0
ρ2) with fast arithmetic, plus the cost of computing
(auto-)dispersion sets and finding rational roots.
Proof. By Theorem 5.9, the GGSZ reduction step takes O(dxd
4
y + d
2
xd
3
y ) arithmetic operations
with classical arithmetic and O∼(dxd
3
y ) with fast arithmetic, plus the cost of computing the auto-
dispersion set. In addition to the cost of finding rational roots in the integer-linearity detection,
the cost of the remaining algorithm is dominated by adjusting σy-remainders and solving linear
systems in iteration steps. For the ℓth iteration with 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ ρ, by Lemmas 6.5 and 6.7, adjusting
the ℓth σy-remainder takes O(d
2
xd
3
y ) with classical arithmetic and O
∼(dxd
2
y ) with fast arithmetic,
plus the cost of computing the dispersion sets in the shift-remainder adjustment. After the ad-
justment, we need to solve a linear system with the coefficient matrix having at most ρ0 rows
and ℓ + 1 columns and of rank either ℓ or ℓ + 1. Moreover, the entries of the matrix are of de-
grees in x in O(ℓdxdy + ρ0). By Fact 5.3, finding a solution requires O(ρ
3
0
ℓ2d2xd
2
y + ρ
4
0
ℓdxdy + ρ
5
0
)
with classical arithmetic and O∼(ρω−1
0
ℓ2dxdy + ρ
ω
0
ℓ) with fast arithmetic. Since there are ρ itera-
tions, this step in total takes O(ρd2xd
3
y + ρ
3
0
ρ3d2xd
2
y + ρ
4
0
ρ2dxdy + ρ
5
0
ρ) with classical arithmetic and
O∼(ρdxd
2
y + ρ
ω−1
0
ρ3dxdy + ρ
ω
0
ρ2) with fast arithmetic, yielding the announced cost.
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The above theorem, together with Theorem 6.6, immediately yields the following.
Corollary 6.9. With the assumptions of Theorem 6.6, further assume that degx( f ), degx(g) ≤ dx
and degy( f ), degy(g) ≤ dy. Let µ = max{µ1, . . . , µm}. Then, without normalizing the certificate,
the reduction-based algorithm takes O(µ6d2xd
8
y) arithmetic operations in C with classical arith-
metic and O∼(µω+2dxd
ω+3
y ) with fast arithmetic, plus the cost of computing (auto-)dispersion sets
and finding rational roots.
Due to intermediate expression swell in the unnormalized expression of the certificate part as
mentioned in the introduction, we do not expect to gain much for normalizing the certificate in
the reduction-based algorithm and thus do not investigate this aspect further.
In addition, for a polynomial b ∈ C[x, y], computing its auto-dispersion set and computing
the dispersion set DSy(σx(b), b) take almost the same cost. Hence the extra cost for the algorithm
RationalOperatorCT (cf. Theorem 5.11) is no more than that for the reduction-based algorithm.
7. Implementation and timings
We have implemented our algorithms in the computer algebra systemMaple 2018. In order to
get an idea about the efficiency, we compared their runtime, as well as the memory requirements,
to the performance of two known algorithms – the one developed by Le (2003) and the reduction-
based one reviewed in Section 6. The implementation for the former uses the built-in Maple
procedure SumTools[Hypergeometric][ZpairDirect], while the implementation for the latter
was done in accordance with the description of the algorithm ReductionCT from (Chen et al.,
2015) restricted to the rational case, by embracing the GGSZ reduction and Remark 6.2. All
timings are measured in seconds on a Linux computer with 128GB RAM and fifteen 1.2GHz
Dual core processors. The computations for the experiments did not use any parallelism.
We take examples of the expanded form of
r(x, y) = (Sy −1)
(
f0(x, y)
g0(x, y)
)
+
f (x, y)
g1(x, y) · g2(x, y)
, (7.1)
where
• f0, f ∈ Z[x, y] of total degree m ≥ 0 and max-norm || f0||∞, || f ||∞ ≤ 20;
• g0 ∈ Z[x, y] of total degree n ≥ 0 and max-norm ||g0||∞ ≤ 20;
• gi = pi · σx(pi) · σ
µ
x(pi) · σ
µ+1
x (pi) with pi = Pi((−1)
iλx + µy) for positive integers λ, µ and
integer polynomials Pi(z) ∈ Z[z] of total degree n > 0 and max-norm ||Pi||∞ ≤ 20.
For a selection of random rational functions of this type for different choices of (m, n, λ, µ),
Table 1 collects the timings, without expanding the certificate, of the algorithm of Le (DCT),
the reduction-based algorithm (RCT) and two variants of our algorithm from Section 4: for the
columns OCT1 and OCT2, we both compute a minimal telescoper and a sparse certificate, but
the difference is that the first one constructs the telescoper by exactly following the steps of
the algorithm RationalOperatorCT while the second one proceeds in an iterative fashion as
described in Remark 4.7. The columns order and upper-order are respectively used to record the
actual order of the output minimal telescoper and the upper bound given in Lemma 4.4 for the
order of minimal telescopers for the input.
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(m, n, λ, µ) DCT RCT OCT1 OCT2 order upper-order
(1, 1, 1, 1) 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.16 2 4
(1, 1, 4, 1) 0.18 0.20 0.16 0.16 2 4
(1, 1, 16, 1) 0.19 0.21 0.17 0.17 2 4
(5, 1, 4, 1) 0.22 0.23 0.19 0.19 3 4
(10, 1, 4, 1) 0.26 0.27 0.21 0.21 3 4
(15, 1, 4, 1) 0.46 0.40 0.26 0.27 4 4
(15, 1, 4, 5) 10.43 14.63 0.88 0.90 10 10
(15, 1, 4, 7) 46.39 69.64 1.87 1.92 14 14
(15, 1, 4, 9) 181.34 283.65 3.46 3.58 18 18
(15, 1, 4, 11) 456.69 851.72 6.49 7.49 22 22
(15, 1, 4, 13) 892.44 2436.57 9.48 13.59 26 26
(1, 2, 4, 1) – 15.24 6.81 2.48 7 8
(1, 3, 4, 1) – 1220.58 1107.94 49.19 11 12
(1, 4, 4, 1) – 30599.21 76681.82 935.41 15 16
(10, 2, 4, 1) – 21.00 21.25 3.96 7 8
(20, 2, 4, 1) – 27.27 66.43 5.92 7 8
(30, 2, 4, 1) – 51.82 13.83 14.55 8 8
(30, 2, 4, 3) – 504.78 52.67 51.93 12 12
(30, 2, 4, 5) – 6437.51 387.80 436.25 20 20
(30, 2, 4, 7) – 47763.39 1464.22 1283.01 28 28
Table 1: Comparison of four algorithms for a collection of rational functions of the form (7.1).
From the finding we see that both of our creative telescoping algorithms have comparable
timings for random problems of small size. In particular none of the four algorithms have sig-
nificant set up costs. As m increases our algorithms show significant improvement over both the
direct and reduction-based methods. In the two cases (1, 4, 4, 1) and (20, 2, 4, 1), our algorithm
OCT1 is dramatically worse than the RCT. This is because the upper bound used in the algorithm
is not sufficiently sharp. The dash in the column DCT indicates that the current built-in procedure
for DCT in Maple 2018 is not applicable for random inputs with this choice of (m, n, λ, µ). The
issue in these cases is that the denominator of the input rational function has irreducible factors
of degrees greater than one, and then the algorithm of Le (2003) requires recurrence operators
with coefficients being polynomials over algebraic numbers, something not yet included in the
current implementation of DCT in Maple.
8. Conclusion and future work
A new algorithm of creative telescoping for bivariate rational functions was developed in
this paper. Our algorithm is based on left division with remainder in the ring of recurrence
operators and expresses the certificate part by a sparse representation, which can be expanded in
time polynomial in the size of the final result if desired. In terms of complexity, our algorithm
outperforms the reduction-based approach in the case of bivariate rational functions by at least
one order of magnitude ignoring the certificate part. In practice, (the iterative version of) our
algorithm is also more efficient according to the experiments.
With the rational case being settled, it is natural to wonder about a possible analogous algo-
rithm for hypergeometric terms. Recall that a bivariate function f (x, y) is called a hypergeometric
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term if its two shift-quotients f (x+1, y)/ f (x, y) and f (x, y+1)/ f (x, y) are both rational functions
in x, y. The hypergeometric term is a basic and ubiquitous class of special functions appearing in
combinatorics (Petkovsˇek et al., 1996). It is more interesting and also more challenging than the
rational case.
In the hypergeometric case, there exists no direct analog of the partial fraction decomposition
of rational functions. Thus the method described in this paper will not work directly for this set-
ting. One possible way to proceed is to first compute a multiplicative decomposition of the given
hypergeometic term and then reduce the problem to a rational one (cf. (Abramov and Petkovsˇek,
2001, 2002; Chen et al., 2015)). This way, however, may introduce left division with remainder
on recurrence operators overC(x, y) instead ofC(x)[y], and thus makes it more difficult to derive
a hypergeometric telescoping criterion, namely an analog of Theorem 4.1. In the future, we hope
to explore this topic further and aim at generalizing our results to the class of hypergeometric
terms and beyond.
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